GLOBAL WRITING AND SPEAKING FELLOWSHIP

The NYU Shanghai Writing and Speaking Fellowship enables accomplished academic individuals with a passion for teaching to provide academic support and enrichment to NYU Shanghai's multicultural student body.
NYU Shanghai is China’s first Sino-US research university and the third degree-granting campus of the NYU Global Network. We were founded in 2012 by New York University and East China Normal University with the support of the city of Shanghai and the district of Pudong. NYU Shanghai seeks to cultivate globally-minded graduates through innovative teaching, world-class research, and a commitment to public service. Our student body currently consists of nearly 2,000 undergraduate and graduate students, half of whom are from China. Students from the United States and some 70 other countries represent the other half. Our faculty of renowned scholars, innovators, and educators are recruited from the world’s best research universities.
Since it's opening, NYU Shanghai has welcomed Fellows who have supported the University's courses across the curriculum, helping to craft a world-class institution. Working closely with faculty, staff, and students, Fellows can be found tutoring at the Academic Resource Center (ARC), teaching workshops in and out of the classroom, mentoring students, providing senior capstone support, and pursuing their own research and creative projects.
The Academic Resource Center provides academic support to NYU Shanghai students. Our mission at the ARC is to assist students in developing the knowledge base, skills, and strategies that will help them to become confident, independent, and active learners. The ARC offers both one-on-one tutoring and group sessions, as well as a wide range of academic support services aimed at helping students meet the challenge of NYU's rigorous academic standards.
Academic life can be overwhelming, and students require a range of approaches to learning. That’s where the ARC comes in: individual consultations connect Fellows with students across disciplines to create a positive and supportive learning environment. Relying on different pedagogical approaches and practices, Fellows show students how to tackle rigorous writing assignments from courses in the humanities and social sciences to business and media arts. Students can meet one-on-one with a Fellow at any stage in the writing process, from brainstorming and final edits. Fellows also tutor students one-on-one in speaking, reading, listening, and academic skills.
NYU Shanghai supports students as they develop the necessary tools to succeed in college. To that end, the ARC offers academic skills workshops in exam preparation, class participation, critical reading, and more. Fellows also support new student orientation programming with workshops specifically designed to acclimate students to the academic and personal challenges of university life.
SCHOLARSHIP PROJECT

NYU Shanghai offers Global Writing and Speaking Fellows the resources to grow as writers and scholars through a year-long individualized project. Fellows are paired with a faculty mentor to develop a passion into a finished work, which is then presented at the conclusion of the academic year to the NYU Shanghai community. This annual showcase contributes to the university’s intellectual life and showcases the diverse interests of each class of Fellows. In the past, Fellows have conducted research on topics such as a learning pedagogy, urban populations, a guide to gluten-free living in Shanghai. Previous writing projects have also included creative fiction, poetry, and memoirs. Limited funding is available to support select Fellows’ scholarship projects.
Fellows develop their leadership, project management, and intercultural communication skills by providing support to different university departments through an Institutional Enrichment Project (IEP). IEPs allow Fellows to explore different kinds of mentorship and provide Fellows with an opportunity for career development and exploration. Fellows are paired with an IEP based on the Fellow's interests and the university department's needs.

Some examples of IEPs include:

**Career Development Specialist:** Works with the Career Development Center to develop resources and support for students looking to advance professionally.

**Hundred River Review Managing Editor:** Provides editorial, administrative, and managerial support to sustain the *Hundred River Review* journal and work towards the publication of a new volume by the end of the academic year.

**University Communications Specialist:** Pitch, report, and write news articles, press releases, and feature stories for publication on the NYU Shanghai website and the weekly Gazette newsletter.

**ESL Specialist:** Organize workshops and study group events to help students with problems faced by non-native speakers of English.
"This fellowship has given me the chance to explore the possibility of working in academia in the future. It has also allowed me to meet other scholars across a wide variety of disciplines."

"The fellowship is a kind of buffer that allows you to continue thinking about future paths while still doing something meaningful and developing academically and professionally."

"NYU Shanghai is a very diverse community, and it's wonderful to be part of a really vibrant student community here, very eager to grow in various aspects of writing and speaking. I've also enjoyed the ability to work closely with faculty members on various university-wide projects. And lastly: it's really great to be able to dedicate time towards my own scholarship and writing projects, to have that time and space for my own writing!"

"[The fellow's team is] charismatic, caring, intellectually curious, supportive, and vibrant!"

"Great city! Great team!"
"The ARC Writing and Speaking Fellows play an absolutely essential role in Global Perspectives on Society, helping students to understand the course assignments, teaching them how to cite and integrate secondary sources, and more generally working with students to develop their academic reading and writing skills. Students in the course often tell me how much they rely on this assistance, and the improvement in their work over the course of the semester shows how effective it is." - Professor Brad Weslake, Global Perspective on Society Coordinator

"The ARC serves as an invaluable resource for students to seek support for their academic development across all linguistic skills. Powered by a knowledgeable and attentive team of Fellows, the assortment of services offered makes visiting the center a vital part of the NYUSH experience." - Professor Marcel Daniels, Co-Area Head of English for Academic Purposes

"Fellows play such a crucial role in students' overall development, challenging them when they need to be pushed and supporting them when they are faced with life's many challenges." - David Pe, Dean of Students

“Helpful insight regarding how to detect writing structures within academic works and how to understand the importance/relationships within the text along with the active voices and ideas within the text.” - NYU Shanghai student
The Global Writing and Speaking Fellowship at NYU Shanghai provides competitive benefits, including:

- 192,000 RMB yearly stipend
- Immigration support and work visa/permit sponsorship (for non-Chinese nationals)
- Relocation and repatriation travel allowance
- Housing allowance for local accommodation
- Healthcare and life and AD&D insurance
- Statutory social insurances and housing provident funds (for Chinese nationals)
- Statutory holidays and leave days

For information on qualifications, application materials, and how to apply, please visit: https://shanghai.nyu.edu/Writing-Speaking-Fellows

Please email shanghai.writing.fellowship@nyu.edu if you have any questions.